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Carmageddon android gamepad

Technical information provided by swaaye (35), havoc of smeg (22249), chirinea (46534), Sciere (675495), n][rvana (1827), robotriot (46534), Sciere (675495), n][rvana (1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot 1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827), robot robot robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827),
robotriot (1827), robotriot (1827), robotriot (18'9068), jean-louis (50006), The Grumpy Hermit (2928), formercontrib (158605) and Jeanne (76362) Are you sure you want to give up your hard work? Continue workingInxing the update - The latest version of this classic game is already out on Google Play with added support for the Xperia Plays gamepad, now it's optimized and DOWNLOAD GOOGLE PLAY
You're not sure if XPO but as a promotion its free for the first day of release, so take a quick copy!!!!! DOWNLOAD GOOGLE PLAY (PROMO) Description Carmageddon is the original free-form driving sensation, where pedestrians (and cows!) equal points, and their opponents are a bunch of crazy in a twisted mix of car killing machines. The game features an anarchic driving game wherever you want and
surreal comedy violence. It's the racing game where racing is for cowards. Now the same classic Mac &amp; PC that was BANNED IN THE WORLD is back and available on Android phones and tablets! Carmageddon has real-world environments that have become death camps, where locals stay on the streets at their own risk. In addition to using your car as a weapon, each level is generously sprayed
with power-ups that have a variety of crazy effects, adding an extra level of madness to the procedures. In each case you have the option to play your way... Waste all your opponents, kill all pedestrians or (perish the thought) complete all laps. Oh and careful - the cops in your super-resistant armored patrol vehicles are lurking, and if you get caught being bad it's going to be in you like several tons of cold
pork! FEATURES • 28 dangerously deranged opponents • 11 tremendously stimulating environments • Race Mode with 36 satisfyingly violent levels • Compete and smash opponents to unlock 30 playable cars! • Multiple control methods: digital, analog (mix 'n' match), tilt • Edit your in-game control design to your preferences • Comprehensive action playback system • Environment maps and other special
effects • Improved pre-illuminated environments • Gib cubes • Tons of laughter In addition to the opportunity to make in app purchases to unlock ALL cars (apart from the secret) and ALL races! Carmageddon requires Android 2.3.4 or later. AWARDS AND RECOGNITION FOR THE ORIGINAL Carmageddon GAME won the Game of the Year trophy at the 1997 PC Zone Reader Awards. Carmageddon 1
&amp; 2 Driving game of the year 1997/1998. SELECTED REVIEWS OF THE ORIGINAL GAME Originally released for PC in 1997, Carmageddon was an instant hit and the titles went on to sell more than 2 million copies worldwide. This is what a sample of the game press thought at the time: Carmageddon is visceral, violent, vehicular function... - GameSpot 8.8 of 10 Carmageddon, to get directly to the
point, is one of the best computer games I have ever played ... Carmageddon is God! - Duncan McDonald 95% 95% PC Zone Magazine Carmageddon Award is one of those games that only come once on a blue moon. An essential purchase. - Escape Magazine 6 out of 6 The game is spot on and anyone with a dark enough sense of humor should give it a try. - Computer Gaming World 4 out of 5 So the
next time copper weapons in GTA VI, just remember, the Carmageddon controversy was there first, and you have a lot to thank you for. - RetroGarden ABOUT STAINLESS GAMES Stainless was founded in 1994 by Patrick Buckland, a veteran of the gaming industry dating back to the Jurassic period of 1982, and Neil Barnden, who used to have hair like a mammoth. A team of 8 worked on the original
Carmageddon in Stainless, and 5 are still with the company today, although a couple of them now stay manacled in a small padded room in the basement. Stainless Games now employs more than fifty crazy and dedicated people of gender, height and width. All of them can be found hanging precariously from a small limestone rock just off the south coast of England. ScreenShots May 9, 2013, 10:22 PM -
#2 Senior Member More Yes. There is a Carmageddon for Android. But there is no optimized XP. It works very choppy (at the default clock speed). Now my battery is low, so I'll check it again later. Thank you for a link and information (it is free only for one day). May 9, 2013, 10:24 p.m. #3 junior member plus not XPO so I can say, however, you can use the right touchpad to accelerate only, and the left
touchpad to swipe your finger to the map and action playback screen. Strange. But he seems like a good candidate for future optimization sent from the best phone ever. The Xperia Play. Or jel? May 9, 2013, 10:58 p.m., #4 OP Senior Member More Quote: Originally published by TehJoeker No XPO so I can say, however you can use the right touchpad to accelerate only, and the left touchpad to swipe
towards the map and action playback screen. Strange. But he seems like a good candidate for future optimization sent from the best phone ever. The Xperia Play. Or jel? Yes, I realized that. If normally (99% of the time) any type of Xperia Play touchpad support is present, it was intentionally as they would write or started writing frame code for it. I've never seen touchpads work by accident, so I guess mites
see full optimization in the future Sent from my LT26i using xda premium May 10, 2013, 07:29 AM #5 Senior Member More Yes!!!! Excellent port of the original game. Even if it's free, I've paid for the promotion-free version because it's a good job! Perhaps in the near future, other gaming ports. Sent from my HTC One using the xda app-developers 10 app 2013, 03:44 PM #7 OP Senior Member More Quote:
Originally Published by Jotamide Weird. On my XP it keeps crashing. I had that problem at first. I had to UN-Install and reinstall and then see some force closures then it worked thereafter. But it's the first release so forced to be some issues sent since my LT30p using Tapatalk May 2, 11, 2013, 12:07 AM #8 Senior Member Swindon More More that game, played all the parts on my PC. Thanks for the
news! Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers app May 11, 2013, 07:33 AM #9 Thank you Heh, Thank you very much for this great news, I have been waiting for this for years. Now I'll download it and try it. Thanks again, ehmafia May 11, 2013, 07:52 PM #10 Can someone provide a .gkp (Game Keyboard Profile) for him. I've tried it myself, but I can't optimize it in my game. Thank you Sent from my
R800i using xda Premium June 15, 2013, 04:02 PM #11 Most Made Junior Member! Optimized to the point of using all on-screen controls, but the shoulder and start/select buttons are not used (I carified the Repair function and can only recover using the menu anyway (BACK button, btw). Export made with version 4.0.1 of this great application. Carmageddon attachments.zip - [Click for QR code] (565
bytes, 47 views) Page 2 It's out! Goodbye Real Racing 3, perhaps? We will see that it is downloading to my Xperia Play as we speak, check this place for updates. UPDATE: Therefore, the game is XPO and is displayed in the launcher. But I have a mixed feeling about acting. You can choose one of three settings: BEST VISUALS/BEST PERFORMANCE/OPTIMAL. The default game was OPTIMAL, but I
was surprised at how bad the frame rate was, so I switched to BETTER PERFORMANCE, but it's still not very good. But I'm in ROM stock without overclocking so... They are trying to force this horrible free model to play down the throat, always bothering to spend that precious green coin to upgrade their car and things like that. As for graphics and 'driving feeling', Real Racing 3 remains the king, even
without support for XP controls. This game isn't bad, but it doesn't seem so addictive that I would be investing countless hours in it as I've been with RR3. It's something I've always wanted to do. I would recommend this game only if your device can play fluently as mine can't. November 16, 2013, 02:41 PM #2 Junior Member More Looks so good That I really play Real Racing 3 so I'm going to prove that
alternative 16 November 2013, 03:37 PM #3 Senior Member Plus also has low frame rate in ICS rom, even in perfomance settings (in stock speed, did not test it with overclock). But it's XPO, touchpads also work. Not as memory hungry as real racing 3, so it should work on heavy ics/jb roms. Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers Attached Thumbnails app November 16, 2013, 04:20 PM #4 Where
is the graphics settings? I'm in GB (Gin2Kittkat) and there's nothing to set, so the frame rate is terrible even with OC at 1.4GHz (my XP can't cause of frostbite). I downloaded this game yesterday, you must set the controls to wheel + pedals (the XP controller did not appear) otherwise I had cursed auto accel. It looks fun but you can't play it on Xperia Play. November 17, 2013, 02:14 AM - #5 Senior Member
on board turnip. More use of RAM Manager Pro in Hard Gaming Gaming helps with frame rates. Running Gin2JB v2.5.2, stock kernel. November 17, 2013, 10:00 AM #6 Senior Member More Frame rate is atrocious in this game when other cars are on screen, even in the best performance. I'll try it at 2.3ghz later when I reinstall the extreme core! It works smoothly in the maximum configuration on my jxd so
it can't be massively demanding! Sent from my R800i using Tapatalk 2 November 17, 2013, 11:59 AM #7 Senior Member on board Nebuchadnezzar. More quote: Originally published by BensJammin frame rate is atrocious in this game when other cars are on screen, even in the best performance. indeed. When it's on the lead, which means there are no other cars on the screen, it works well. In addition,
delays are noticeable in areas where there are many buildings. Dang, what's the point of making XP controls optimized for controls but not optimized for old chip? Oh, GL... November 18, 2013, 06:13 PM - #8 Junior Member More Quote: Originally published by Miichaell Where is the chart settings? I'm in GB (Gin2Kittkat) and there's nothing to set, so the frame rate is terrible even with OC at 1.4GHz (my
XP can't get more cause of freezing). I downloaded this game yesterday, you must set the controls to wheel + pedals (the XP controller did not appear) otherwise I had cursed auto accel. It looks fun but you can't play it on Xperia Play. You can choose Best Perfomance or Better Graphics. I just put the game in Best Perfomance on Gin2KitKat (1.2Ghz OC) and its can't be played! Page 3 September 21,
2013, 05:42 PM - #2 Prague Senior Member More Xplay Support? September 21, 2013, 07:57 PM #3 More not yet supported on September 21, 2013, 11:22 PM , #4 Senior Member The infinite barrier between time and space. Plus What is your country/place, I tried my own (UK), US and Russia without utility to be told even the price of this. Sent from my GT-I9300 using Tapatalk 4 September 21, 2013,
11:36 PM #5 Which country? Not available in the UK. I just bought Fifa 12 again last week. Doh Sent from my GT-I9505 using xda app-developers app 22nd September 2013, 12:57 AM #6 Senior Member Prague More Quote: Originally Published by sewer56lol What is your country/place, I tried my own (UK), USA and Russia without utility to be told even the price of this. Sent from my GT-I9300 using
Tapatalk 4 Quote: Originally published by dazza7111 Which country? Not available in the UK. I just bought Fifa 12 again last week. Doh Sent from my GT-I9505 using xda app-developers app In Czech Republic FIFA 14 was mobileable for about 5 hours, but now I can't find it on Google Play. There was no price, so it was free. 22 September 2013, 08:38 AM #7 Senior Member Vaxjo More does not work on
my grandfather-xperia play September 22, 2013, 11:31 AM #8 Appointment: Originally published by mehdi.moha does not work on my grandfather-xperia play For me his official work action rom 42. with stock kernel. No delays. But no gamepad supports september 22, 2013, 12:28 PM #9 Senior Member The infinite barrier between time and space. More Quotes: Originally Originally by Hashy For me its
official stock 42. with stock kernel. No delays. But no gamepad support will be added for gamepad items after release. Sent from my GT-I9300 using Tapatalk September 4, 22, 2013, 01:16 PM #10 Working... YEAH YEAH!!! Working on my xperia play. Woot. However, Np XP c]ontrols. THERE ARE NO DELAYS EITHER. Impressive. (SCREENS) September 22, 2013, 02:58 PM - #11 More Why Not
Supported for Me??? I'm using Lupus kernel 12.5 + Zicron Cyber. Maybe it's because I installed plugins in chainfire 3D?? Page 4 So guys I found this apk over the Internet, tested on Gin2KitKat Link: MOD EDIT: app was warez Decryption Key: e7nuzJoRDf9KHTGZhmi85j4p8-ZPqEmvzDhIspoigSA Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers app 14 November 2013, 06:18 PM #2 Appointment: Originally
published by CriGiu So guys I found this apk over the Internet, tested om Gin2KitKat Link Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers app Where is the link ? O'O Your Invisible ATM Edit - I Got It. ^_^ Sent from my GT-S5830i using Tapatalk 2 November 14, 2013, 06:19 PM - #3 Quote: Originally published by Lalit Patil Where is the link? o.O Your invisible ATM Sent from my GT-S5830i using Tapatalk 2
lol fixed lol lol 15 November 2013, 07:40 AM '#4 member Jeddah, KSA more how to download data? I receive the error 'download failed because you cannot buy this app' Sent from my R800i using Xparent Blue Tapatalk 2 15 November 2013, 08:10 AM #5 Senior Member Plus Quote: Originally published by musikahan How to download data? I receive the error 'download failed because you can not buy
this app' Sent from my R800i using Xparent Blue Tapatalk 2 Only the legal way is to download the game of ics/jb rom. Back up to your gb rom, flash any ics/jb rom, download the game from play store, restart and restore your cwm backup (don't forget to use the right kernel). Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers app 15 November 2013, 08:16 AM #6 member Jeddah, KSA plus quote: Originally
published by Bakisha Only legal way is to download the game of ics/jb rom. Back up to your gb rom, flash any ics/jb rom, download the game from play store, restart and restore your cwm backup (don't forget to use the right kernel). Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers app So it's not for GB as the title says? Sent from my R800i using Xparent Blue Tapatalk 2 November 15, 2013, 10:14 AM #7
Senior Member More You missstandstandstand me... You need ics/jb rom to download sdcard data. Then restore your gb rom and install the gb version from this thread. Or google sdcard data... Sent from my R800i using the xda app-developers 15 November 2013, 10:36 AM member #8 Jeddah, KSA more thanks.. I'll try it later. Sent from my R800i using Xparent Blue Tapatalk 2 November 15, 2013, 02:56
PM #9 Senior Member More I just installed the apk, ran the game, let it download, then played. All in gb, no ics/jb backup required. Submitted from my R800i using the xda app-developers app on November 15, 2013, 04:41 PM - #10 Appointment: Originally published by I just installed the apk, ran the game, let it download, and then played. All in gb, no ics/jb backup required. Sent from my R800i using xda
app-developers app yes, what Bakisha meant was that you need to download the game from the official Play Store before installing this apk, and the only way on Xperia Play is to run ICS or higher. Of course, if you've previously downloaded the game to another device with the same Google Account, you won't face any issues sent from my R800i using the xda-developers app on November 15, 2013, 08:33
PM #11 Senior Member Plus Quote: Originally published by CriGiu yes, what Bakisha meant was that you need to download the game from the official Play Store before installing this apk, and the only way on xperia play is to run ICS or higher. Of course, if you've previously downloaded the game to another device with the same Google account, you won't face any issues sent from my R800i using the xda-
developers app like I said, that's the only legal way to download that game. But I guess it's not that hard to find it just by searching for com.madfingergames.deadtrigger2.apk Page 5 Google Play Link: Description: November 23, 2013, 04:44 AM #2 Senior Member More No Offense, this is an old game released long ago November 23, 2013, 12:09 PM - #3 Senior Member Most Recently got this game on my
3DO. Something addictive!! November 23, 2013, 09:32 PM #4 Quote: Originally published by BensJammin I recently got this game on my 3DO. A bit addictive!! I bought a panasonic 3DO in 1998. I got it with five games for $20 in a pawn shop. Still play to this day especially for wing commander Gex 3 Super wing commander Need for speed Policenauts (patched) Samurai showdown Shockwave - and its
two sequels.. Super street fighter 2 Obviously added some games since you bought it. These are just a few of my favorites. Sent from my R800at using xda premium Page 6 Just received the email. Kemco needs to slow down, it's almost one RPG a month now. Details: Description SPECIAL PRICE 50% DISCOUNT(USD 7.99 -&gt; USD 3.99)!!! Amane, Tia and Lill lived a quiet life together with their father,
Kalius... until Kalius mysteriously disappeared one day. Before he left, he asked Amane to take care of Tia and Lill. Ten years later, Amane and Tia encounter a magician named Ret, who launches a fateful chain of events. Welcome to the world of Fortuna Magus, a fantasy RPG that offers hours of enjoyment even after the main story is complete. In a world where magicians are indiscriminately persecuted
for their arcane abilities, Amane finds himself on the wrong side of the law when he defends Ret, a magician that helped him out of a scruples. Now on the run, can Amane and Tia find their missing father? - Make Revelations! Meet certain conditions during combat to learn new skills and special attacks, such as spells and tandem attacks. These revelations occur when a character uses certain abilities to
reach a certain level or Level. Experiment with different attacks, and master all skills! - Win TP and unleash special attacks! Technical Points (TPs) are awarded when you attack enemies and use items during battle, or when you are hit by enemy attacks. When your TP reaches 100%, you can unleash powerful special attacks and support skills. The fastest way to accumulate TP is to be hit by enemy
attacks, so plan the formation of your group accordingly. Note that your partner's TP must also be 100% when performing tandem attacks. - Use magestomonas to raise the levels of your items The Shards of Magestones and Magestones, found in treasure chests and enemies, can be used to raise the levels of elements of your characters. Not only do they allow you to acquire even more powerful spells
and abilities, but they also increase your chances of experiencing revelations. Be sure to use them often! - FMP Fortuna Magus Points (FMP) are points that can be purchased to buy rare items and special equipment during your adventures. Each time you defeat a certain number of enemies, you'll receive 1 FMP for free. *Items purchased with FMP are stored in an individual saved data slot and cannot be
used with other saved data. *Although IAP content requires additional charges, it is in no way necessary to terminate the game. [Supported So] - 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 4.0, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 [Supported Displays] - HVGA (320x480) and up to [Xperia(TM) PLAY] - Optimized. [SD Card Storage] - Enabled [Languages] - Japanese, English [Unsupported Devices] - HT-03A(OS1.6), Xperia(OS1.6), LYNX(OS1.6),
Optimus chat(OS2 (2), IS01(OS1.6), 003Z(OS2.2), S31HW(OS2.2), Aria(OS2.2) A *of 2 August 29, 29, 2013 (This app has generally been tested to work on any mobile device released in Japan. We cannot guarantee support on other devices.) [EULA] Your use of the app constitutes your acceptance of the following EULA: [ Get the latest information!] Subscribe to our Newsletter Like our Facebook page
(C)2013 KEMCO/WorldWideSoftware Download Link: November 2, 2013, 11:10 AM #2 More This game looks great! Correct me if I'm wrong, but doesn't Kemco have a huge JRPG library made for a frame of some kind that they've been slowly bringing to Android? I thought that's how they were able to keep throwing games at such a ridiculous rate. The games have already been made, Kemco only
translates and ports them using a unified framework. Like taking a Flash game and repacking it into an APK (bad example, I know), though much more involved than that. So Kemco is kind of like the work designs of November 2, 2013, 04:48 PM #3 If you search the Google Play Store for kemco games have a ton. All our JRPG. And if you're looking for Kemco in Japan. They about three times as many
games. However, what's new is basically the 3-4 new English fir play games and the ones not designed for the game are new titles. I literally have every kemco game that appears as XPO. Zero regrets. Every game has been very valuable. And yes, I guess you could say that they are the work designs of android JRPG games.... LOL Every game they throw I always leave k comments in the game and on
their Facebook page thanking them for the continued support of our beloved device. They literally almost always support the PLAY. So as long as they see gratitude, I'm sure they'll support our device. Besides, I can't wait for Alphadia Genesis. I hope it's the first 3D JRPG and it's XPO. Sent from my R800at using xda premium November 25, 2013, 07:16 AM #4 Senior Member Plus have reached the second
final yet? I finished the game over 4 hours, but finding the new ending is now over 10 hours. Page 7 Quote: For the world, and for his sin, a young man encounters betrayal and slavery beyond the door! A real free RPG! • This game features some IAP content, such as powerful items and additional dungeons. Although they require additional charges, you can play until the end of the game without it. •History
Through the excesses of science, a black sun was created, which led to energy scarcity. The world faced some doom. After a tremendous effort, scientists discovered the opportunity to save their world by acquiring an unknown energy source in another world beyond the door. The mission to investigate the new world was with a young scientist named Frain in Schutzheim. He threw his body at the door
alone. The other world was full of nature and mystery, things I had never seen before. But what really awaited him was treason and betrayal, for his own world. The people were trampled by machine soldiers, the hunters were everywhere, and the monsters were on all the avenues of escape... However, despite these difficulties, he found new companions who trusted and supported him. Another fantasy
RPG adventure world on an overwhelming scale! Adventure and deception, spreading to another world! For the sake of his world, a young man named Frain traveled to another. However, he was betrayed by his own people. Threatened by his own world, oppressed in the new world where he was trapped, alone and wounded. But two heroines extended their hands to this young man, and the story
continued. What is the truth behind betrayal? Can Frain return to his world? What will happen between Frain and the two heroines? The adventure of betrayal and slavery will begin, with great feeling and deceit. The dot art work in a warm Dot art work atmosphere in expressive characters and monsters give the game a warm atmosphere Another world beyond the door is colored with the dot art work. A
challenging game system This game system is full of challenging elements, including the Machina Board system through which Learn various jobs and skills, create weapons by collecting materials, playing various side quests, and challenging additional dungeons as well as the main story! Who will choose between the Heroines? Bell and Aulin are the two heroines who extend their hands to young Frain.
Generous sister Bell and the cheerful and spirited Aulin. During the adventure, these two heroines show their different personalities. Which one will you choose? • Users must agree to our End User License Agreement before purchasing any of our Apps. - Please contact [email protected] if you discover any errors or problems in the app. We cannot respond to error reports left in application patches. Please
help us support you by using the email address to contact us. [Supported operating system versions] - 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 4.0, 4.1, 4.2 [Supported Displays] - HVGA (320x480) and above [Xperia(TM) PLAY ] - Xperia PLAY Optimized [SD Card Storage] - Enabled [Supported Languages] - Japanese English [Unsupported Devices] - HT-03A(OS1.6), LYNX(OS1.6), IS01(OS1.6), 003Z(OS2.2) (This app has
generally been tested to work on almost all mobile devices distributed in Japan. Other devices are not guaranteed to be compatible.) [ Get the latest information on offers and sales! ] Subscribe to our newsletter Like our Facebook page **************************************************************************2011-2012 KEMCO/Hit-Point Page 8 November 2013, 02:40 AM #2 Awesome! I love some good tank
games. Thank you for sharing Installed and it's Xperia PLAY Optimized: See Attachment: Attached Thumbnails November 8, 2013, 03:51 AM #3 Started playing.... thinking only for five minutes. Played for almost an hour.... Unrwa. Sent from my R800at using xda premium November 8, 2013, 06:51 AM #4 senior member Bangalore Plus Appointment: Originally published by ozzmanj1 Started playing....
thinking only for five minutes. Played for almost an hour.... Unrwa. Sent from my R800at using premium xda Does it require the Internet connection to also be turned on for the single player campaign? November 8, 2013, 08:13 AM #5 Senior Member More Enjoyable game, glad to watch Gameloft still support Play touchpads (I'm even on ICS rom) But you need Internet to be played, which I don't like for
single player games... Sent from my R800i using the xda app-developers November 8, 2013, 11:54 AM #6 why can't I see it on Playstore? Sent from Xperia PLAY™ via Tapatalk™ November 8, 2013, 03:23 PM #7 Appointment: Originally published by Bakisha Nice game, delighted to watch Gameloft still support Play touchpads (I'm even on ICS rom) But you need internet to be played, which I don't like for
single player games... Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers What's your xperia play? I've got mine ready for r800i. Even though it's an r800at. ** I wonder if it's okay to provide the apk to see how the game is free. Anyone wants me to be able to post a link. Sent from my R800at using xda premium November 8, 2013, 03:32 PM #8 Senior Member Plus Quote: Originally published by ozzmanj1 What
tupe is your xperia play? I've got mine ready for r800i. r800i. although it's an r800at. ** I wonder if it's okay to provide the apk to see how the game is free. Anyone wants me to be able to post a link. Sent from my R800at using xda premium R800i, on ics rom and touchpads works (gameloft games are almoust 100% compatible with ics stock based roms) Ps: maybe xda app cited wrong person? It has
happened to me a lot November 8, 2013, 04:23 PM #9 Quote: Originally published by Bakisha R800i, in ics rom and touchpads works (gameloft games are almoust 100% compatible with ics stock based roms) Ps: maybe xda app quoted wrong person? It's happened to me a lot He didn't quote you in my last reply, at least from the XDA website. I've attached a link to the Tank Battles apk, as it's free I don't
see a problem sharing it. However, if it is a MOD please let me know. Thank you. Link: ---------- Post added at 04:23 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:57 PM ---------- All well now I have to add that I am upset. I played for about an hour. And he reloaded the tank battles and didn't save my last place. Despite being logged in to GL last time and this time. I even restored my TB data from where I left off last
time. Nothing. If anyone else has this, please list it here. Maybe it's a mistake. Sent from my R800at using xda premium November 8, 2013, 05:43 PM #10 member Perak More I try to buy cash, but gives me an error : err_invalidcontentinfo. Did anyone have this problem? November 25, 2013, 02:47 AM #11 TB had an update removing Xperia Play support. When I search for TB in the game store says
incompatible sent from my R800at using xda premium Page 9 It's that time of month again, yes Kemco isn't releasing a new game a month and this is Xperia PLAY optimized, just like its previous games. Here are the details: Description SPECIAL PRICE 50% DISCOUNT(USD 7.99 -&gt; USD 3.99)!!! The flames of war affect us all... Introducing a serious fantasy role-playing game full of dramatic stories of
soldiers! Kruz is an imperial soldier who has discovered a lie behind a mission to suppress the Rebel Army. Continuing the legacy of a fallen comrade, he defects from the Imperial Army and joins the Freedom Fighters. Kruz is engaged in fighting in battles where the ideals and pride of a nation and its people are at stake... A great story of fleeting memories and the lives of Kruz soldiers leads the
independent Chrome Wolf mobile unit. They are dedicated to being at the forefront of Freedom Fighters. Follow them on their journey as they seek revenge, atonement, justice and ideals... hit your enemies in tank battles! Jump into a tank to defeat enemies who are giving you problems otherwise! Enjoy fierce cannon fights when you to other tanks, where each decision will affect the tide of battle. Form your
own team! Each class has weapons they can equip, learning skills, and different stats. Change classes to create a party that suits your style. *While in-app purchase content requires charges, by no means necessary to end the game. [So compatible] - 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 4.0, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 [Pantallas compatibles] - HVGA (320x480) y versiones arriba [Xperia(TM) PLAY] - Xperia PLAY Optimized
[Almacenamiento de tarjetas SD] - Activado [Idiomas] - Japonés, Inglés [Dispositivos no compatibles] - HT-03A(OS1.6), Xperia(OS1.6), LYNX(OS1.6), LYNX 3D(OS2.1), REGZA Phone(OS2.1), Optimus chat(OS2.2), SO-02E(4.1), F-02E(OS2.2), SO-02E(4.1), F-0 4.1), SO-03E(4.1), IS01(OS1.6), IS03(OS2.1), IS04(OS2.1), S31HW(OS2.2), Aria(OS2.2) * A partir del 12 de junio de 2013 Descargar enlace:
amp;amp;hl=en Nota - Parece que hace tanque en este juego de batallas... which could be fun. Shopping now. Enjoy, and be sure to leave your feedback thanking Kemco for his continued support for our aging 2.5-year-old phone. They seem to be the only ones who keep doing it, another and then Gameloft. Page 10 So we've always known it appeared on the Xperia PLAY Game Launcher... but it was
always a why? because the game certainly wasn't Xperia PLAY optimized for any firmware. I just received a hint from a user on my site which is, and it should be added to my database. As always, I like to prove myself before adding anything, but I've tried to install it three times to get to a situation where FC is every time I pass the introductory video. Can anyone confirm if RR2 updates made it work with
Xperia PLAY controls? April 13, 2012, 05:23 PM #2 Quote: Originally published by TLRtheory So we have always known that it appeared on the Xperia PLAY Game Launcher... but it was always a why? because the game certainly wasn't Xperia PLAY optimized for any firmware. I just received a hint from a user on my site which is, and it should be added to my database. As always, I like to prove myself
before adding anything, but I've tried to install it three times to get to a situation where FC is every time I pass the introductory video. Can anyone confirm if RR2 updates made it work with Xperia PLAY controls? I have been playing this game from time to time for some time and unless its has been updated and I have not updated it which has worked with the game controls for me. In my opinion, I would say
that it is definitely optimized... Oh and TL.... I'm glad you like Iruna. April 13, 2012, 06:18 PM #3 Senior Member More There was pad support in version 1, but an old one. I've been trying to track him down for years. The latest versions are available in the launcher, but none of the controls work. If anyone finds which version please let me know :) Quote: Originally published by jgregoryj1 I've been playing
this game off and on for some and unless its been updated and I haven't updated it that has worked with the game controls for me. In my opinion, I would say that it is definitely optimized... EDIT - Just pain your post could tell me which version number you are using. Thank you Sent from my LT26i using XDA April 13, 2012, 07:02 PM #4 Appointment: Originally published by poo-tang There was pad support
in 1 version, but an old one. They've been trying to for centuries. The latest versions are available in the launcher, but none of the controls work. If anyone finds which version please let me know :) EDIT - Just pain your post could tell me which version number you are using. Thank you Sent from my LT26i using XDA I am using Real Racing 2 version 1.0.2 I am able to use the hardware controls. April 13,
2012, 07:55 PM - #5 senior member Belfast More Quote: Originally published by jgregoryj1 I am using Real Racing 2 version 1.0.2 I am able to use the hardware controls. Are you sure you're talking about Real Racing 2, not reckless Racing 2? April 13, 2012, 07:58 PM #6 Appointment: Originally published by jgregoryj1 I am using Real Racing 2 version 1.0.2 I am able to use the hardware controls. Hmm...
having trouble finding that version. I found a lot of Reckless Racing v1.0.2, but the real racing 2 version numbering scheme makes it difficult to identify that one. Mind sharing your apk for Real Racing 2? Since it is a free game, I will try to make it very easy and convenient for everyone by making what would be linked to the market on my site send them directly to the confirmed work APK. Quote: Originally
published by jgregoryj1 Oh and TLR.... I'm glad you like Iruna. That makes two of us My poor Vita never have waiting time at this rate. April 13, 2012, 08:43 PM #7 want to know about this too, I loved the game, but I hate to use touch controls or move my phone everywhere... you would love to grab it if your work with the play now April 13, 2012, 10:06 PM #8 this is happening to me as well. It appears in the
Launcher, but it is not optimized, which is rare. April 13, 2012, 10:14 PM #9 Senior Member More Note to Himself, Learn to Read Lol Sent from My R800i Using Tapatalk April 13, 2012, 11:36 PM #10 Appointment: Originally published by jgregoryj1 I am using Real Racing 2 version 1.0.2 I am able to use the hardware controls. You know what, I must apologize, it's reckless race 2.. My apologies. That's what
I get for responding to these things while I'm working.... April 14, 2012, 12:08 AM #11 want to play this game with the gamepad. Any idea if we can get devotees to make it optimized for Xperia Play? Page 11 Hi guys, I thought this might interest you... Here are some higher quality Kemco games on Google Play that have been released natively, but (hopefully soon) they will be finding an English release.
First RPG Alphadia Genesis: Second (and one I'm looking forward to) is Soul of Deva: Both look great and better, but both are XPERIA PLAY OPTIMISED! December 5, 2013, 11:32 AM #2 There are actually quite a few kemco games are not available outside Japan who are XPO. Alphadia Genesis won't be out until this month or next month. Sould Deva, currently has no plans to come into the world,
although Kemco has told me that before and some games have come out.... Como Como recent Crimson Wolf and Destiny Fantasy. Apart from a few 95% of Kemco games released are XPO. Sent from my R800at using xda premium Edit: there are several other XPO games... Symphony of Origin (something like), Symphony of Eternity, Avenger of Eon, Knight of the Earthlings.. December 5, 2013, 01:44
PM #3 Alphadia Genesis is Xperia Play Optimized?! I'm ecstatic! Sent from my R800a using xda app-developers app December 5, 2013, 02:55 PM #4 I'm sorry, somehow I missed the part about Alphadia Genesis being XPO.. I wrote my answer at 3 a.m. when I couldn't sleep. This will mark the first Alphadia game that will be XPO.... that's awesome! December 5, 2013, 07:16 PM #5 So I have never played
any of the kemco games. I have some questions. Do I have to play them in any order? If not which is recommended to play first? Should I try RPG Machine Knight first just to see if I like games as it's free? Thank you in advance for the help. December 6, 2013, 02:14 AM #6 op member plus sorry, have been at work all day and were unable to respond to any of their positions. Ozzmanj, thanks for the links. I
already have Fortuna Magus and some others. Yes TLRtheory, Alphadia Genesis is really XPO! Sweetie, huh! Insane5125, Machine knight is a great place to start. It has very well developed characters. KEMCO games have old-school charm that I think you'll enjoy. December 6, 2013, 02:38 AM #7 Appointment: Originally published by Korinn Insane5125, Machine knight is a great place to start. It has very
well developed characters. KEMCO games have old-school charm that I think you'll enjoy. Thanks for the answer. I think I'll definitely try it. Also one last question I saw that some of the games you play as various characters like Final Fantasy. Are all Kemco games or do you mix it? December 6, 2013, 12:11 PM - #8 OP Member More Quote: Originally published by insane5125 Thank you for the response. I
think I'll definitely try it. Also one last question I saw that some of the games you play as various characters like Final Fantasy. Are all Kemco games or do you mix it? Depends on the game. But some of Kemco's games have you playing as different characters at different points in the story. I'm currently playing Fortuna Magus and I'm really enjoying that element of the game. Have fun! December 6, 2013,
02:48 PM - #9 quote: Originally published by Korinn Depends on the game. But some of Kemco's games have you playing like different characters at different points in History. I'm currently playing Fortuna Magus and I'm really enjoying that element of the game. Have fun! Thanks again for the answer, I'm very excited now. Sent from my HTC One X using premium xda on December 7, 2013, 04:44 AM #10
Quote: Originally Originally for insane5125 Thank you again for the response, I am super excited now. Sent from my HTC One X using premium xda I have to say that I am a big fan of Kemco games. I've paid for about 6 games lately in the last year where I haven't had a chance to play them yet. But I buy them and leave comments thanking Kemco for continuing to support the Xperia PLAY. I hope you see
the comments and are more inclined to continue to do so. Page 12 If you don't know what this app is, it's a Nintendo DS emulator for Android phones that was never taken out of BETA. Since this has been removed from the market I think all development has stopped, I think this is a real shame because it has a lot of potential, especially with higher and higher specifications on Android phones. There are
probably similar threads already, but I think the theme has dried up and I want to keep the idea of such a cool app in the minds of Android owners. I was wondering if any developer would take the job of starting fresh or adding to the NDS4Droid app. I would, but I have no idea where to start when it comes to coding so I can't be very helpful The reason I posted this in the xperia play section is because I hope
it would eventually be optimized driver. This is my second thing I've posted on the forums, so I'm sorry if I've done something wrong. Feel free to correct me in anything attached NDS4Droid files.zip - [Click for QR code] (1.36 MB, 13657 views) February 5, 2012, 02:34 PM #2 +1 This was just the kind of thing I expected, seeing all the bases on it will lose is just a shame :/ Let's hope an awesome Dev will
pick you up ! February 5, 2012, 03:50 PM #3 Do you understand why this project never got very far? It was due to the hardware capacity of our phones. It was not enough for a fully functional DS emulator so development had stopped. And even if someone wanted to continue developing this for some unknown reason, then it's impossible because the source code was never released. February 5, 2012,
04:09 PM #4 senior member G-strow Plus Hardware is stron enough, NDS is comparable to N64 but with a much lower resolution. Sent from my R800i using XDA App 5th February 2012, 06:54 PM #5 Senior Member Swansea More Try TigerNDS supports physical button mapping I also think that with enough optimizations NDS emulsion could work full (or almost full) speed on the xperia play. Obviously
you need to get a talented developer with enough free time in your hand to bother doing this. If a new emu is never made then we could use this current one with future hardware when it becomes powerful enough, but that's still a good pair years away and also none of today's NDS emulators have audio emulation... February 5, 2012, 10:58 PM #6 Of course, the hardware is good enough for the ds we are



getting psp games soon which are better graphics than the ds..... February 5, 2012, 11:47 PM - #7 Appointment: Appointment: Posted by clewis Of course the hardware is good enough for ds we are getting psp games soon they are better graphics than the ds..... This is because those games are direct and non-emulated ports. Emulators require as real console x3+ hardware, so some PSX/N64 games are
still lagging because they are using Emulation. The games will be ports and not run by an emulator, so remember that on February 6, 2012, 01:45 AM #8 senior member Plus NDS has as a 66mhz ARM processor on it. Wise hardware should be possible, but not so ideal on the physical side of things. Showing two 3 screens on a 4 screen will look uncomfortable, especially since the screens are supposed to
be on top of each other. February 6, 2012, 03:40 AM - #9 quote: Originally published by speedyink NDS has as a 66mhz ARM processor on it. I was hoping someone would bring this fact to light. Quality DS emulation is definitely possible. I am waiting on one of these NDS emulators to offer the option to emulate/display only one of their screens. Many times, the second screen could be completely ignored,
and that would dramatically improve performance. All I would really like an emu NDS for is Phantasy Star Zero... that together with many other DS games can be played using just one screen. February 6, 2012, 06:57 AM #10 senior member Vaxjo Plus I'm sure xperia play can stand it. it's loooooooooong time I hope to see the update for tiger NDS or NDS4droid I'm really looking forward to helping someone
(donate) want to start this project. I've sent so many emails to the tiger, but there's no answer. let's try it together and find a way to start guys. Are you following me? February 9, 2012, 12:55 PM #11 OP Junior Member More Could a development perhaps carry some of the popular games? nothing is better than nothing Page 13 December 4, 2013, 10:03 PM #2 Junior Member More December 4, 2013,
10:29 PM - #3 Senior Member More Enjoyable game likes. Not only retro-look, but that 8-bit sound too December 5, 2013, 01:55 AM #4 More Quote: How did you install it? I backed it up in my OUYA and then transferred the apk to my game. Since it's a completely non-profit game and freeware I don't see any problems with publishing, so here you go. December 8, 2013, 10:22 AM #5 More Hey Guys,
found two bigger OUYA freeware games that are surprisingly Xperia Play optimized! They are the awesome clone Ghosts N Goblins Cursed Castile and the hit ad game Super Crate Box. Take a look at them, I'm having fun with Damn Castile. MALDITA CASTILLA - DOWNLOAD SUPER CRATE BOX - DOWNLOAD Page 14 Dotemu just announced that they will bring the first 3 classic Double Dragon
games to Android for finals Year. Dotemu has always been good for Xperia Play users and certainly have like all developer games (+ SNK ports) this will be optimized as well. UPDATE - October 31, 2013, 04:54 AM #2, I love a double dragon... and Streets of Rage...... 31st 31st 2013, 01:04 PM -#3 Senior Member More Quote: Originally published by ozzmanj1 Awesome, I love a bit of Double Dragon...
and Streets of Rage...... don't forget golden axe and shonobi lol October 31, 2013, 05:29 PM #4 Quote: Originally published by huzi7868 don't forget golden axe and shonobi lol yes, I was going to add those two too, but I didn't want to chagne the thread theme to what games we love..... Lol. November 4, 2013, 01:37 AM #5 Senior Member More I want this game very badly! December 5, 2013, 04:07 PM -
#7 OP Senior Member More Added to OP If anyone tries this and is optimized please let me know so you can update the thread. I'm out without my game for a week so I can't prove it, thank you. Sent from my C6603 using Tapatalk 2 December 5, 2013, 05:55 PM #8 senior member Bangalore plus quote: Originally published by poo-tang Added to OP If anyone tries this and is optimized please let me know
so you can update the thread. I'm out without my game for a week so I can't prove it, thank you. Sent from my C6603 using Tapatalk 2 Appears in the launcher, but the keys work partially. Skip is not currently assigned to any key in the XPlay. It will check a little more if this can be corrected in the settings. Edit: This game consumes a lot of RAM. The game froze twice. They need to be mailed to troubleshoot
Jump button allocation and performance issues. December 6, 2013, 04:54 PM #9 Senior Member More I found this title have 2 on Playstore, 1 is the remake I think. Has anyone tried that, too? December 9, 2013, 03:17 PM - #10 OP Senior Member More I just tried this and have no problems. If you set the driver to Xperia, all buttons work well. Another great classic optimized for our Play. Sent from my
R800i using Tapatalk 2 December 10, 2013, 04:13 AM #11 like, very nice! Xperia all buttons work well! Page 15 I swear I almost had a heart attack when I read this on the Rockstars Google+ page. Reading, I found out it's going to launch next month and it's going to have full driver support. I want and pray that Xperia Play is included and GTA works well. Gather around people, one of the best games of all
time is about to land on Android. November 26, 2013, 10:49 PM -#2 Senior Member More Quote: Originally published by mocool05 I swear I almost had a heart attack when I read this on Rockstars Google+ page. Reading, I found out it's going to launch next month and it's going to have full driver support. I want and pray that Xperia Play is included and GTA works well. Gather around people, one of the
best games of all time is about to land on Android. well I pray also for controller control and for smooth play.but consider if gta vice city(ps2 game)runs well I think san adreas will work on November 26, 2013, 10:52 PM #3 I am so pumped right now. How much will it cost? Sent from my MUCH i5 using xda app-developers app November 26, 2013, 10:58 PM #4 #4 Originally published by insane5125 I'm so
excited right now. How much will it cost? Sent from my MUCH i5 using xda app-developers app Me too! I can't wait. Am I thinking about $5? Sent from the God of Games, the Xperia Play November 26, 2013, 11:53 PM #5 Sweet! Sent from my MUCH i5 using xda app-developers app 27 November 2013, 11:13 AM #6 senior member Oklahoma City More Many people are speculating that the game will
require 1 GB of RAM, although there is still no Word of Rockstar. I imagine flying over the city in a squirt of stinging would require loading a lot of textures. Let's keep our fingers crossed. November 27, 2013, 02:13 PM #7 Else is XPO? Sent from my HUAWEI C8813Q using xda app-developers ---------- Post app added at 02:13 PM ---------- Post above was at 02:11 PM ---------- I really want to play this
classic game with XP D-PAD!! I can't wait!!! Sent from my HUAWEI C8813Q using the xda app-developers app November 27, 2013, 04:34 PM #8 Senior Member Aboard Nebuchadnezzar. More Here you have to wait for GTASA to be XPO. God thought I'd be happy with VC being playable (and 100% full-capable, as I did) and now this news ... if it becomes XPO, then my aging phone can now rest... and
time to move on. November 27, 2013, 06:51 PM - #9 Senior Member Oklahoma City More Appointment: Originally published by narflynn619 if it becomes XPO, then my aging phone can now rest... and time to move on. I would think that if ITS DID NOT xpo, then it would be time to move on. November 27, 2013, 07:00 PM #10 Senior Member G-starw Plus Collation does not work with the gamepad, the
question is that it will work at all. To be honest, I don't see the possibility of this being executed in the x-play. Defenetly can't count on him. Maybe you can reduce the graft to a level where you are able to run the game on that hardware, but there is no reson to rockstar to support a device over 2 years of age. It may not even work on gingerbread at all... November 28, 2013, 02:21 PM - #11 Senior Member
More (Exactly). The amount of enthusiasm for this game around here is amazing. As a veteran player I can only tell people that GTA: SA did not run so well even on the platform for which it was created - the PS2. There were occasional stutters when there was too much action on the screen. And how much more powerful is that compared to Xperia Play? BTW I also have the PC version running OK - on
an Intel i5 CPU and nVidia 2GB graphics card. It's good that people are still interested in Xperia Play and new releases, but... let's be realistic. Page 16 Why doesn't Fifa14 work on this ROM? Can it be solved? ... Sent from my R800i using XDA 11 2013, 05:50 PM #2 OP Junior Member Plus Why not work on this FIFA ROM14? Can you figure it out? Please move, I'm sorry. Sent from my R800i using XDA
December 12, 2013, 01:37 PM #3 Junior Member Plus What ROM did you install? Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers app Page 17 Christian Whitehead Whitehead again, another great port/remake of one of the best platforms in history. Now available for Android and fully Xperia Play Optimized Download Google Play Quote: Description One of the greatest adventures of all time remastering for
mobile devices! Step back in time and discover the game that first joined Sonic the Hedgehog with his amazing flying companion Miles Tails Prower. Run through high-speed levels filled with enemies and dangers as you approach along loop loops on your mission to destroy twisted Dr. Eggman. This definitive version has been fully built from the ground up for mobile devices, with remastered graphics and
audio, and all the new game content. A classic adventure race like Sonic and Tails through high-speed environments like Casino Night and Chemical Plant. Destroy Dr. Eggman in epic boss battles or aim for the highest score in Sonic 2's iconic special half-tube scenario. New Exclusive Content A new boss attack mode challenges the player to defeat all twisted bosses in the game in a single race. In
addition, choose to play the game as Knuckles in addition to Sonic and Tails. New exclusive content For the first time in history, explore the mysterious Hidden Palace Zone. These lost levels feature unknown enemies, new dangers and a climate clash with Dr. Eggman. December 12, 2013, 08:30 PM #2 Senior Member More Good News, Sonic games play very well with the gamepad. Thank you for
posting A little unrelated, but Sonic 4 Episode 1 is no longer optimized for our plays? The gamepad doesn't work at all, which is a shame. Sent from my ASUS Transformer Pad TF300T using xda app-developers app December 13, 2013, 03:17 AM #3 Senior Member More I am impressed by the special stages of this port, which made them full-3D! No more shit animations December 13, 2013, 10:06 AM #4
More Has been having an explosion playing as Knuckles. With the amount that Christian Whitehead has been kicking with these ports, SEGA really needs to allow you to make a new Sonic mobile game using its retro engine. I bet it would be fantastic. It would be like the Final Fantasy Dimensions of the Sonic franchise, except, you know, good. Page 18 You have this in my inbox and I wanted to share:
KEMCO Newsletter Christmas Sale has started! We wish you a christmas of role! 23 KEMCO Android titles will all be only $0.99 each for a limited time on Google Play Store? and in the Amazon Appstore! The big sale will last a week, from December 13 to December 25, 2013 (JST). Christmas is fast approaching, but great deals are coming faster! Apps by KEMCO Android app on Google Play Amzon
Appstore Note: RPG Chrome and RPG Symphony of the Origin will not be included in the sale. The sale will be available in some regions that officially support Google Play Store and Amazon Appstore, with the price shown in each respective currency. Check out google Play / Amazon Appstore to see the availability of our games in your region. The sale price could time to be applied depending on the
market and the region where you live. Please check the price on your device before purchasing. Google Link: 20Co.,%20Ltd.) December 14, 2013, 03:31 AM #2 I'm still new to the kemco scene, if you remember. I wouldn't mind putting in a few bucks for a few games. What some people must have. Thanks in advance. Sent from my MUCH i5 using xda app-developers app 14 December 2013, 03:55 AM #3
Appointment: Originally published by insane5125 I am still new to the kemco scene, if you remember. I wouldn't mind putting in a few bucks for a few games. What some people must have. Thanks in advance. Sent from my MUCH i5 using xda app-developers app While I have enjoyed several. I would say my most affectionate are: In no particular order: Aeon Avenger Knight of the Earthends Destiny
Fantasia Eve of the Genesis Eternity Symphony To be honest even though I bought all the XPO Kemco games, I haven't had much time to play any of your newest games, think March 2013+. Although based on the reviews they seem to be good. If you want to try the free version of Machine Knight and End of Aspiration on the market... December 14, 2013, 07:20 AM #4 have a knight of the machine. I'm
going to have pi k problems to the ones you've canned too. Thanks again. Sent from my HTC One X using xda Premium December 14, 2013, 03:35 PM #5 Your Welcome. Enjoy. I know I sent from my Nexus 5 using XDA Premium 4 mobile app December 14, 2013, 07:56 PM #6 Senior Member More Why, but in my country im just watch 1 game only and that is RPG End of Aspiration (Ads). So sad page
19 Description Rise from the throne and defeat Blockolds, Tentacles, Derp Knights, Jelly Cubes and other peculiar adversaries! The King needs his pants back! * Grand Prix winner in Unity 2013 game contest! * MAGAZINES It's cool, it's fun, and it'll keep you playing for hours. - Pocket Gamer 8/10 Trouserheart is a well-built hack-and-slash game that just drops you to rip things with your sword. -
Gamezebo 4/5 DESCRIPTION Draw your sword and travel through kingdoms full of monsters, traps and treasures. Defeat monstrous mobs, kill bosses, grab treasures and upgrade your sword, shield, and armor. Follow your pants to the end of the world and claim what is rightfully yours! Trouserheart is all about fun, instantly accessible, collect and play hack'n'slash game with playful art style and
humorous tone. Super-fluid controls with options for fixed and floating modes make the game a pleasure to play for both beginners and veteran players. The game offers two difficulty levels and even an optional perma death mode for the bravest of adventurers! - Meet Peculiar - Treasure Hoard - Upgrade Your Sword, Shield and Armor - Defeat 10 Unique Bosses - Earn Over Dozens of Achievements -
Explore Exciting Environments - Choose between two difficulty levels plus googleplay googleplay death mode December 16, 2013, 01:48 PM - #2 Senior Member No sign about xpo, are you sure about this? December 16, 2013, 02:57 PM - #3 Senior Member More Yes, it is. Dpad to move, X to attack, start for menu. However, there is no menu navigation. December 16, 2013, 02:59 PM - #4 Quote:
Originally published by sonymakebull**** no sign about xpo, are you sure about this? You may not say so, but you could use the game controls. With the exception of Kemco all new games will not say they are XPO. Even Gameloft games no longer say XPO. We just have to prove it. I haven't tried this game yet. You can always buy it, try it and if it is not xpo then refund. Sent from my Nexus 5 using the
XDA Premium 4 ---------- Post mobile app added at 02:59 PM ---------- Previous post was at 02:58 PM ---------- Quote: Originally published by rubbergnome yes, it is. Dpad to move, X to attack, start for menu. However, there is no menu navigation. How smooth is the game running in the GAME? Sent from my Nexus 5 using the XDA Premium mobile app December 4, 16, 2013, 06:35 PM #5 OP Junior
Member Plus Quote: Originally published by ozzmanj1 I couldn't say, but could use the game controls. With the exception of Kemco all new games will not say they are XPO. Even Gameloft games no longer say XPO. We just have to prove it. I haven't tried this game yet. You can always buy it, try it and if it is not xpo then refund. Sent from my Nexus 5 using the XDA Premium 4 ---------- Post mobile app
added at 02:59 PM ---------- Previous post was at 02:58 PM ---------- How smooth is the game running in the GAME? Sent from my Nexus 5 using XDA Premium 4 mobile app run perfect on xperia play 16 December 2013, 08:45 PM #6 Senior Member More Yep, it works perfect inbloated stock. The gameplay is simple but fun. It just complains is that the character moves quite slowly, but it's the closest
game I could find to what I was looking for. Page 20 Hi guys today I have this device not compatible for real races 3,I had it downloaded before 1 week normally, but I deleted to free up some space and today this msg came, why?can someone publish the apk if the game,it's free game so we won't have pirate problem Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers app March 19, 2013, 09:09 PM #2 Senior
Member More Quote: Originally published by frago21ps Hello guys today I have this device not compatible for real races 3,I had it downloaded before 1 week normally, but I deleted to free up some space and today this msg came up,why?can someone post the apk if the game if the game if the game ,it's free game so you won't have pirate problem Sent from my R800i using xda This app is not Q&amp;A
forum! Try this: March 19, 2013, 09:15 PM #3 OP Senior Member Crete,,,Heraklio Donate to Me More Re: Real racing 3 Not supported I'm sorry about that, but it's still the same so I can't download I'm on the securities signing Sent from my R800i using xda app-developers app December 16, 2013, 03:57 AM AM #4 Works if you use 2.3.7 rom December 16, 2013, 09:35 PM #5 senior member Oklahoma
City More Quote: Originally published by HEZAiKU Sometimes works if you use 2.3.7 rom You just hit a dead thread 9 months old. Before responding to someone, you should always look at the post date. December 17, 2013, 01:21 AM #6 Senior Member Plus Quote: Originally Published by Visa Declined Just crashed a dead thread of 9 months old. Before responding to someone, you should always look at
the date of publication. I'm sorry, I forgot to mention the date. Page 21 Update: (01/06/2012) I have decided to sell my Xperia play and discontinue all my work on the platform. Like SE, I lost interest in Play due to lack of games and a general lack of content. Also, I can no longer stand Android, especially seed skin. I was looking forward to ICS, but after watching SE put its skin on that too, I'm not going to
want to deal with it anymore. As for PSXperia, I have always published the source and documents for everything I release. I also have some writes about reverse engineering the psx emulator on my site. I will no longer provide support for PSXperia and will not manage error reports on github. Again, everything is open source and under GPL, so anyone can pick up where I left off (for example, improve the
user interface, future emulator compatibility, etc.). I hope the project doesn't die! Okay, so I decided to create a new thread for two reasons. First of all, I started that thread before I created PSXPeria to launch ideas with developers and stuff, but now it's a beta test and I need feedback from regular users, not just developers. Second, not everyone can publish to the developer section and not all users
navigate through the developer section. So with a new version, I'll make a new thread. I hope the mods are okay with this. Anyway, if you don't know what PSXPeria is, it's a tool that allows you to convert PSX games to work with the Sony emulator that comes with Crash Bandicoot. This way, you can play any PSX game with the Sony emulator. How is this better than FPSE/psx4driod? -PSXPeria is free
and open source -PSXPeria compresses ROMs -PSXPeria supports touchpads -PSXPeria is SOMETIMES more compatible (and sometimes not) -PSXPeria games appear in the playstation pocket app -PSXPeria sometimes becomes smoother What do I need to run PSXPeria Tool? Java JRE: downloads: PSXPeria 2.0 Beta: PSXPeria 1.0 (for Android 2.3.3 and lower): Source: Quick Start: Read this: Do
you have any problems? Read it again. about to complain that you can't select the Extract tab? Read it one more time. Something not working? Read Common Errors on the Wiki. If that didn't solve your problem, you must file an error report. Error Reports: I'm not going to troubleshoot this thread! Any you should be reported to github. Please read the section titled Filing an Error Report on the wiki for
instructions on how to report errors. You should also read Common Errors. Compatibility Sometimes a game will work MUCH better (such as non-playable to perfect quality) if you enable software rendering. More details here: Also, help us fill out our compatibility table when you're testing games: Tablet S/P I don't have a Sony tablet, so I can't try anything tablet-related. I'm going to try to write patches for
the tablet emulator, but I have no idea if it works or not. If someone wants to donate a sony tablet to me, I wouldn't mind developing it for them anymore. (I also have some ideas to unlock it that I want to try). This APK is not supported. If you get this, I need to manually write a patch for that APK. Currently, I'm just going to do this for Crash Bandicoot 1.0.3 and above. Send me a copy of the APK and I'll
include a patch for it in the next version. The Following 48 Users Say Thank You to yifanlu For This Useful Post: [ View ] Gift yifanlu Ad-Free Alejandroch(21st September 2012), Alexizaur(10th January 2012), AndroHero(27th November 2011), arcticmedia(28th November 2011), Bakisha(17th July 2014), bbshimanshu(10th October 2012), benoitb85(28th November 2011), Bonsaiii(11th February 2013),
Cat_On_Droid(28th November 2011), chery2k(3rd December 2012), crash_b.(28th November 2011), CrimsonKnight13(28th November 2011), cyrusalmighty(27th February 2012), danaiudo(29th November 2011), DerRichter(14th December 2011), Enkeixpress(4th December 2011), feioso(29th November 2011), ff7fan4eva(28th November 2011), FH-CS(3rd May 2012), Fokezy(28th November 2011),
Frankieee(7th February 2012), fuuma(1st December 2011), inthepit(30th November 2011), jjkkyu(7th April 2012), julian280(19th March 2013), KeiranFTW(29th November 2011) , LG_fuad92(30 April 2012), m3dteam (28 November 2011), maccboy2010(8 February 2012), Maison Looi (20 December 2011), mileyxperia(5 January 2012), MilkyJoePD(April 10, 2011), Mileyxperia(January 5, 2012),
MilkyJoePD(April 10, 2011), Mileyxperia(January 5, 2012), MilkyJoePD(April 10, 2011 ), mileyxperia(January 5, 2012), MilkyJoePD(April 10, 2011), mileyxperia(January 5, 2012), MilkyJoePD(April 10, 2011), mileyxperia(January 5, 2012), Milk Milk yJoePD(April 10, 2011), mileyxperia(January 5, 22), MinionOfEckerd(December 28, 2011), n0_face(January 30, 2012), Nxmate(December 12, 2011) ,
ps3taker(28 November 2011, ricosuavez35(30 November 2011), Romantic47(25 December 2011, amojuto47(25 December 2011), Romantic47(25 December 2011, Romantic47(25 December 2011, 25 December 2011), Romantic47(25 December 25, de 2011, 25 de diciembre de 2011), romcio47(25 de diciembre de 20112011), SAILOR-HB(28 de noviembre de 2011), Sinthetyc (19 de mayo de 2012),
Solar.Plexus(15 de abril de 2012), T-N-Z (29 de noviembre de 2011), Tergazzi(31 de diciembre de 2011), Torombolo(1 de diciembre de 2011), Tergazzi(31 de diciembre de 2011), Torombolo(1 de diciembre de 2011), Tergazzi(31 de diciembre de 2011), Torombolo(1 de diciembre de 2011), Tergazzi(31 de diciembre de 2011), Torombolo(1 de diciembre de 2011),1), UndisputedGuy(15 de agosto de 2012),
woopdedoda (24 de agosto de 2012), Xperia_Play Gamer(11 de marzo de 2013) 27 de noviembre de 2011, 11:48 PM #2 miembro senior del OP Más Reserving de este espacio en caso de que necesite escribir algo aquí más tarde. November 27, 2011, 11:55 PM #3 Senior Member Manchester More makes V.2 has a GUI still or is still a command-line tool November 27, 2011, 11:56 PM - #4 OP Senior
Member More Quote: Originally published by AndroHero does V.2 it still has a GUI yet or it's still a command-line tool I thought I thought had both? Did you try psxperia-gui.bat? November 27, 2011, 11:58 PM - #5 Senior Member Manchester More Quote: Originally published by yifanlu I thought I had both? Did you try psxperia-gui.bat? Yes I am sorry, I made a noob mistake and did not read all the OP
November 28, 2011, 12:13 AM #6 senior member Hellooooooooooooo More awesome thank you, It will give you feedback once you have the opportunity to try it correctly. November 28, 2011, 02:03 AM -#7 Senior Member Manchester More I continue to receive this.. I am using the latest version 2.3.4 and got the APK from the same place as the last time /system/app Attached Thumbnails November 28,
2011, 02:43 AM to #8 November 28, 2011, 02:54 AM #9 Junior Member Plus WOA! Works on 2.3.4! Playing Crash Team Racing on the PSXperia emulator right now! Thank you very much &lt;3 November 28, 2011, 02:54 AM #10 OP Senior Member More Quote: Originally published by ff7fan4eva I still receive this .. I'm using 2.3.4 latest version and I have the APK from the same place as the last time
/system / app You're in luck, I just finished writing the patch for that APK. It will upload the update in a few minutes. For future reference, if someone gets that error, send me a copy of the APK or I can't write a patch for it. Quote: Originally published by DeanBoro does this in 2.3.4? Yes, if you use the Crash Bandicoot apk you came with 2.3.4. November 28, 2011, 02:55 AM #11 Happy to see this continue.
I'll try it after the test. Thanks a lot. Page 22 Judging by the link the game seems to be porned by DotEmu, who in the past have given great support to Xperia Play. Let's hope he's as good as the other SNK releases. Link in the picture: 1st July 2013, 02:03 AM #2 made a post about it a couple of weeks ago.... gave your lists the game as released while mine included it as soon: I wonder if it is possible to
merge these two.... ---------- Post added at 01:03 AM ---------- Previous post was at 01:02 AM ---------- Thank you for letting Xperia PLAY users know that it is not a friendly game or your phone, right now. Crossing my fingers will happen soon, love Samurai Showdown 2 1st July 2013, 09:58 PM -#3 updated the game today, and updated the description to reveal that they have disturbed the game so that it
will auto-FC if we have USB Debugging on. That's actually a big outrage for those of us who trust Link2SD because we would have to sacrifice our means of keeping our phone storage free or getting jipped out of a game that is honestly too much of a barebones port to justify the price they ask for... Square-Enix captured so much hell for blocking rooted devices that they changed their policy, and you'd
better think I'll be at SNK's until this changes. I wanted to have nothing. you say about this game, and even give it some air time like Xperia Play Gamer Featured Game... but they're efoncing. You already have low scores because of your USB debug block, and you're already potential purchases. People are returning the game, and I refuse to add it to the Xperia Play Gamer database in this condition... so
if they are smart they will do it so that this game works regardless of whether USB debugging is enabled or not... And soon. July 2, 2013, 12:24 AM #4 I will also jump on them. It's ridiculous that they have that restriction in place. Sent from my R800at using xda premium July 2, 2013, 12:31 AM #5 If they were smart, they wouldn't have done it in the first place. And why usb debugging? Sent from my battle
rifle on July 2, 2013, 01:26 AM #6 So you're trying to tighten a timer? Good luck with that SNK, I'll keep my money then. July 2, 2013, 05:54 PM #7, the game has been updated. USB debugging no longer prevents the game from working I'll change my mind shortly and add it to the database. Sent from my R800a using the xda app-developers app on July 3, 2013, 12:28 AM #8 TL. How do you play it? Sent
from my R800at using premium xda on December 18, 2013, 03:59 AM #9 senior member Bangalore More SNK Playmore have put all their games up for sale until January 5, SNK+PLAYMORE Page 23 DOWNLOAD GOOGLE PLAY Quote: Description *** To celebrate the launch and upcoming Christmas holidays, We are introducing Record of Agarest War at a special introductory price of 900 yen (about
$9 US) 40% off the original price of 1500 yen (about $15 US) through December 31, 2013. HyperDevbox is proud to announce that the popular tactical role-playing game (J-RPG) for home video game consoles, Record of Agarest War, is now available for Android. History: It was the end of the age of the gods... An era that ended when the door was opened to oblivion. There were five continents in the
world of Agarest, each crossed by a large pillar that rose to the sky. These ancient monuments were the gods themselves. The beginning of our history and the end of the age of myth find its beginning on the continent of Lucrellia when a young man named Leonhardt sacrifices everything, including his future and his children, to protect a little girl. At the gates of death, he commits to a contract... This is the
final story of the gods; a story woven into souls through generations. Game Features : * Witness the Soul Breed system! Choose a bride at the end of your adventure and give birth to the hero of the next generation! * Position your forces on the battlefield and wait the right time to chain massive combined attacks using multiple group members both melee and ranged! * Over 100 hours of packed gameplay
in 1.8GB of data * 59 exceptional soundtracks * Full HD graphics assets * 40 videos of cut scenes * Totally voice acted with 16,000 character voices * Over 400 different magic spells and battle skills * Over 400 enemies and characters * Capture monsters to join your army * Story stretching 5 generations of enhanced combined heroes * battle system battle and overkill * Support for full touch interface,
keyboard with key mapping and external controllers * Xperia Play optimized * Compatible with MOGA drivers. * Automatic backup of saving to Google Cloud via Google Play Game Services. * Support for leaderboards and achievements through Google Play Game Services. ** IMPORTANT NOTICE PLEASE READ ** - You need an SDcard with at least 1.8 GB of free space. - There is an additional data
download of 1.8 GB to complete the installation so WIFI is ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY and a good dose of patience too, the installation can take from 15mn to 30mn to complete depending on your Internet network configuration and/or the congestion of our servers, everyone will be served, but please be patient. - There is a frequently asked question in the game in case you have any problems during
installation, so please take the time to read it if you have problems. - Game is configured, by default, to use the highest resolution and available graphical settings, so please adjust on the options screen if your device is a little just to support the full hiring data. - A high-end device is highly recommended for the best gaming experience. ©2013 IDEA FACTORY/COMPILE HEART/RED, developed for Android,
licensed and published by HYPERDEVBOX. Hyperdevbox website: December 20, 2013, 04:04 AM #2 Awesome! I can't wait to get it shipped from my Nexus 5 using XDA Premium 4 mobile app December 21, 2013, 12:00 PM #3 More Quote: Originally published by ozzmanj1 Awesome! Can't wait to get it shipped from my Nexus 5 using XDA Premium 4 mobile app Seems nice, but can this game be played
offline? I hate only online games for Android... Page 24 You just found and wanted to share . Square Enix reduces the price on most Final Fantasy titles by 50%, the Chaos Rings trilogy by 60% [DEALS] Edit – Does anyone know if any of Square Enix's games support MOGA? Sent from my Nexus 5 using the XDA Premium 4 21st December 2013, 07:31 AM #2 Senior Member More mobile app no, none of
them support gamepad but only one on psm 21st December 2013, 04:00 PM #3 yes. I bought PSM mobile's chaos rings years ago. Too bad there's no moga support. I love the Moga Hero Sent from my Nexus 5 using XDA Premium 4 Mobile App Page 25 December 21, 2013, 03:56 AM #2 Awesome. Thank you for sharing caco-tang. And thank you for always keeping us up to date on xperia play news
and related games. Sent from my Nexus 5 using XDA Premium 4 mobile app December 23, 2013, 09:58 AM #3 senior member Bangalore More Dragon's Lair 2: Time warp is XPERIA PLAY Optimized. No tell you how much my heart warms. More than 2 years since this amazing phone was released, but still some developers include Xplay optimization. Page 26 description Levante, skeleton, and rescue
the princess from the castle of the Dark Lord ! You're a name for the skeleton army without the Dark Lord. After finding the princess, who was kidnapped to become the Dark Lord's wife, let her go. Take the princess by the shadows as and switch to hero when you have to attack. Try to get to the princess' castle. - The game help the princess escape the Dark Lord's castle, and protects the princess from
traps and enemies as you find the balance between skeletal shapes and heroes, each with special abilities. Try to guide the end of the princess flower from each level. If you manage to expand the story ! This is a deep game with a brilliant story that has become a brilliant production that can be played at any time. I was hoping for an action-packed story and puzzles like never before! - Story Once princess
a quiet and distant land, until she was kidnapped by the evil Dark Lord. The Dark Lord was trying to make the princess his wife. He locked himself in his castle and putting a skeleton look at her, who did the job ... at least initially. The beauty of La Llorona that preceded him inspired feelings of all kinds. I wanted to return the princess to her former life, away from the marital machinations of the Dark Lord !
The skeleton betrayed his master and freed the princess. The story begins when they try to leave the castle in one piece ... googleplay December 23, 2013, 09:59 AM #2 senior member Bangalore More The art style is pretty cool and works great on the XPlay. And it's very cheap to boot. Thanks for the information. Information.
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